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in water the colour of pewter, just off the northeastern shore of
New Brunswick's Grand Manan Island. The indentations and
islets of the gently sloping eastern coastline break up the tidal
currents, creating an eddy of safe, still water for diving. This
contrasts sharply with the straight coast of the mostly uninhabited western side of the island, where strong winds blow and
powerful currents sweep past 100-metre cliffs. (It's rumoured
that somewhere along this shore Captain Kidd hid treasure.)
The water surrounding me is clear enough that the kelpy bottom is visible eight metres below.
I descend through a cloud of ornate sea gooseberries; a small
school of pollock swims past me, whetting my curiosity for
what I might see on the sea floor.
A rock in the stream of the Fundy tides, Grand Manan lies
about 15 kilometres off the coast of Lubec, Maine, and about
twice that distance from Blacks Harbour, NB. Nicknamed the
"Queen of the Fundy Isles," this 140 square kilometre chunk of
mostly volcanic basalt is the largest island in the Grand Manan
Archipelago, and indeed the largest island in the Bay of Fundy.
You'd have to steam south to Nantucket to find one of comparable size.
A little to the east, toward Nova Scotia, a deep pocket of water
known as Grand Manan Basin is the summer feeding grounds
for most of the North Atlantic right whales left on Earth.
The waters surrounding the island itself host a staggering
abundance of life. This vibrant marine ecosystem is nourished
by a smorgasbord of plankton delivered fresh daily on flood
tides from the Gulf of Maine. With the exception of the thousands of farmed salmon living in floating pens around the
island, every marine organism here ultimately depends on this
plenitude of plankton-including
lobsters, a staple of Grand
Manan's economy.
As I reach bottom I'm struck by an irony familiar to divers: feeling so relaxed in a place so at odds to an air-breathing
land mammal. (Thanks to Messieurs Cousteau and Gagnan
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A small northern starfish clings to a fresh kelp frond. Opposite: one in a
colony of frilled anemones with its tentacles spread as it feeds on food
particles in the water.

for inventing SCUBA.) Swimming through a tall thicket of
broad leaf kelp, I can't help but notice how varied the "terrain"
is. Spurs of hard rock ledges intersperse with grooves of sand,
looking like interlocking fingers.
Everywhere there is life of one sort or another. By paying
close attention, a diver can explore a truly surprising variety of
living things here-perhaps
not what you would expect to find
in the chilly Bay of Fundy.
According to the latest marine census, there are an amazing
2,353 species in the Fundy. What's more, it is home to animals
from 30 of the 38 phlya known worldwide. These major divisions of life are defined by the so-called body plans animals
have-for example, animals in the phylum that contains starfish or sea stars, Echinodermata, have a five-sided body symmetry, while everything with a spinal cord belongs in phylum
Chordata. On the tree of life, Chordata would be one of the 38
large branches growing from the trunk, while a single species,
say, humans, would be just one leaf among many sprouting
from that branch.
Practically all the animals we see on land, including mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and even insects, belong to
just two phyla, whereas the Bay of Fundy has 15 times that.
Some of its animals-anemones,
sea peaches, sea potatoes and
sponges-look
like plants, and a few, such as coraline algaes,
even look like rocks. Amazingly, each phyla is more different
from the others than we are from, say, a salmon. And, even here
in Grand Manan's shallow coastal waters, it's possible to see
animals from six or seven phyla in a half-hour dive.
There's so much to explore but with my air supply dwindling, I begin to surface. I'll come back another day to see what
new secrets the Queen of the Fundy Isles might reveal, perhaps
even diving on the Hestia, a 2,500 ton steamship that met its
demise-along
with 34 people-on
Old Proprietor shoal in
1909.
As for now, the sea is calm and the shore beckons, a short
swim away. ~

